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QCI200 FEATURES
•
•
•
•

SINGLE MOTION EGRESS
1” LATCH BOLT W/ STEEL ROLLER PIN
FOR SAW-RESISTANCE
ADA TURN LEVER
LIFETIME MECHANICAL WARRANTY

ADDITIONAL QCI200 LEVER STYLES

QCI251M626 Interior

QCI251M626 Exterior

QCI230A626 Interior
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QCI230A626 Exterior

QCI200 FAQ

Q: What is the STANLEY Commercial Hardware QCI200?

Q: Does the QCI200 come with a core?

A: The QCI200 is a grade 2 interconnected lever set. The
QCI200 interconnected lock has an internal mechanism
that connects the lock’s plain latch and deadbolt latch,
allowing you to simultaneously retract both with a
turn of the lever. The QCI200 is equipped with an ADA
thumb turn and levers designed to deliver premium
performance to withstand the physical abuse of the
applied environment.

A: The QCI200 can be ordered with a Small Format
Interchangeable Core (SFIC) or as Less Cylinder.
Q: What keyways are available to order on the QCI200?

A: The QCI200 is a cost-effective option for multi-family,
assisted living, commercial and mixed-use applications
where single motion egress is required.

A: The QCI200 is available to order with the following
keyways: BEST “F” SFIC, Kwikset “KW”, Weiser “E”,
Schlage “C”, Yale “GA” and Sargent “LA”. Additionally,
the QCI230 is available to order with a Re-Key keyway
that allows for the owner to easily re-key the lock
combination from the outside without having to take
the lock or trim apart. This is especially useful in multifamily applications where residents may leave and take
their keys with them.

Q: What functions are offered for the QCI200?

Q: What finishes are offered for the QCI200?

A: The QCI200 is available in 5 functions (i.e., singlelocking, single-locking SFIC, double-locking, doublelocking SFIC & indicator).

A: The QCI200 is available in 4 finishes: 605, 613, 619 &
626.

Q: Who is the QCI200 customer?

Q: What unique features are offered on the QCI200 that
make it less susceptible to break-ins?
A: The QCI200 has a 1” latch bolt with a hardened steel
roller pin inside providing saw-resistance. Additionally,
the non-IC deadbolts have an anti-drill design that
entails two ball bearings inserted in the deadbolt to
prevent against drill attacks.
Q: What outside trim options are available on the
QCI200?
A: The customer has the option of having an outside
escutcheon trim or sectional trim. The QCI200 ships
standard with both trim pieces. The escutcheon plate is
made to fit over the sectional trim if so desired.

Q: What is the lead time for a QCI200?
A: The average lead time for a QCI200 is less than 2
weeks.
Q: What warranty does the QCI200 have?
A: The QCI200 has a limited lifetime mechanical
warranty and a 3 year finish warranty. The 613 finish is
not covered under the 3 year finish warranty.
Q: What is the QCI200 list price?
A: The list price for the QCI200 ranges from $275 – $402.

Q: What door thickness range can the QCI200
accommodate?
A: The QCI200 comes standard to fit doors 1-3/8” –
1-3/4” thick.
Q: What back sets are available for the QCI200?
A: The QCI200 can be ordered with a 2-3/8” or 2-3/4”
back set dead locking latch. In addition, square, radius
and narrow latches are available to choose from.
Q: What lever styles are offered for the QCI200?
A: The QCI200 has 3 lever styles (i.e., Sierra, Summit &
Slate).
Q: Do you have to specify handing when ordering a
QCI200?
A: The QCI200 is non-handed, so you can simply flip it
around to fit the specific application.
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